Specifications Table {#s0005}
====================

TableSubject area*Petroleum Engineering*More specific subject area*Bentonite Clay Chemistry/Drilling Fluid Technology*Type of data*Tables and Figures*How data was acquired*Rheological Study using the OFITE*^*®*^*Model 800 Viscometer*Data format*Raw Data*Experimental factors1.*Beneficiation of a locally sourced Nigerian bentonite clay using sodium carbonate and Kelzan XCD polymer*.2.*A rheological analysis carried out using OFITE®* Model 800 Viscometer.Experimental features1.*Improvement in the rheological properties of drilling mud made from the beneficiated clay when compared to the raw clay*.2.*The properties obtained from the prepared drilling mud were comparable to the API specification 13-A*.Data source location*Department of Petroleum Engineering, Covenant University, Nigeria*Data accessibility*Data is with the article*Related research article*None*

Value of the data {#s0010}
=================

•Dataset shows the relevance and significance of the beneficiation of Nigerian bentonite clays for drilling application in the petroleum industry. Hence, an all-inclusive approach is required towards the characterization, rheological study and beneficiation of the various clay deposits in Nigeria [@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3]. This would provide a comprehensive overview of the vast deposits of clay under consideration and approach necessary for its exploitation [@bib3].•The rheological properties of drilling mud obtained from the beneficiated clays where comparable with the API specification 13-A for drilling grade bentonite. This is significant as the present level of consumption of bentonite for drilling operations is high, most of which are imported in the Nigerian oil and gas industry [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5].•Predictive models obtained from the statistical characterization of the beneficiation process would allow for the design and cost-effective planning of the procedure. This would allow for detailed comparison between the costs of the beneficiation procedure as against the cost of importing drilling grade bentonite [@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib6].•The dataset indicates that optimal determination of the quantitative amounts of the beneficiating additives required to standardize Nigerian bentonite clays to the API drilling grade specification is necessary [@bib3].

1. Data {#s0015}
=======

The dataset presented represents the statistical characterization of the beneficiation procedure employed in improving the rheological properties of drilling mud prepared from a Nigerian bentonite clay. [Tables 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} and [2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} represent the factor level settings employed for the various predictors and the 2^4^ (2-Level, 4-Factors) Central Composite Design (CCD) experimental matrix respectively. [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} contains a summary of the properties for drilling grade bentonite as contained in the API specification 13-A [@bib6]. [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} shows the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) used in testing for the significance of the predictors (or independent variables) on the beneficiation process (ratio of Yield Point to Plastic Viscosity, *YP*/*PV*, was taken as response variable of interest). [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} contains values for the parameter constants describing the predictive statistical models obtained from the regression analysis. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} show a comparison between the values obtained for the predictive statistical models describing the rheological properties and the experimentally obtained values.Table 1Independent variables and their levels used for Central Composite Design (CCD) design.Table 1**Independent variableLevel− 2− 1012**Bentonite Content, g (*X*~1~)2025303540Polymer Content, g (*X*~2~)2.557.51012.5Sodium Carbonate, g (*X*~3~)246810Aging Time, h (*X*~4~)510152025Table 2Experimental design table for the beneficiation of the obtained Ewekoro clay using Kelzan^®^ XCD polymer and sodium carbonate.Table 2**Independent variablesResponse variablesStandard orderRun order*****X***~**1**~***X***~**2**~***X***~**3**~***X***~**4**~***PV****AV****YP***$\mathbf{\eta}$***YP*/*PV***$\mathbf{\theta}_{600}$111−11**−** 111539.04824503.27818220002588.512779005.117725300001852.06826003.510422400202067.59542003.9135175−20001327.52912002.25556−1**−** 11− 11840.04422002.48087111− 12276.010824004.315212811**−** 111537.54520003.075239000− 21855.57527003.6111301000002470.09230003.8140311−11−1−11431.03416002.46241211−1−12068.09651004.5136713− 111**−** 11537.04423002.974201402002061.58342004.2123281500002058.57740003.6117116−1**−** 1**−** 1**−** 11342.55924004.585917**−** 1−1−111340.55521003.8816181−11**−** 12168.59548003.9137261900002576.510356004.11532201**−** 1−1**−** 13091.012266004.118219210−2002166.59146004.31331622111132101.013874004.3202292300002068.59748004.813710241−1**−** 112572.59552003.8145272500001957.57736004.01151326−1**−** 1111747.56139003.695242700022269.59569004.31391528**−** 11111543.55722003.88714291−1112997.513772004.7195313000002173.510556005.0147213100− 201752.07033004.1104Table 3Drilling grade bentonite clay as specified in American Petroleum Institute (API) specification 13-A.Table 3**RequirementsSpecification**Reading at 600 RPM[a](#tblt0015fn7862){ref-type="table-fn"}30, minimumReading at 300 RPM[a](#tblt0015fn7862){ref-type="table-fn"}24, maximum*PV*[b](#tblt0015fn3193){ref-type="table-fn"}--*YP*[c](#tblt0015fn9291){ref-type="table-fn"}--*YP*/*PV* ratio[a](#tblt0015fn7862){ref-type="table-fn"}3, maximum[^1][^2][^3]Table 4ANOVA table for the fitted second-order statistical model describing *YP*/*PV*[a](#tbl4fna){ref-type="table-fn"}. The significance of the various variables on the beneficiation process is captured using YP/PV as the response variable.Table 4**SourceD*F*Adj. SSAdj. MS*F*-value*P*-valueSignificanceModel**59.45421.8908444.770.000[\*\*](#tbl4fnStarStar){ref-type="table-fn"}**Linear**49.23002.3075054.640.000[\*\*](#tbl4fnStarStar){ref-type="table-fn"}***X***~**1**~10.90000.9000021.310.000[\*\*](#tbl4fnStarStar){ref-type="table-fn"}***X***~**2**~17.22507.22500171.10.000[\*\*](#tbl4fnStarStar){ref-type="table-fn"}***X***~**3**~10.52900.5290012.530.003[\*\*](#tbl4fnStarStar){ref-type="table-fn"}***X***~**4**~10.57600.5760013.640.002[\*\*](#tbl4fnStarStar){ref-type="table-fn"}**Square**10.22420.224225.310.037[\*](#tbl4fnStar){ref-type="table-fn"}***X***^**2**^10.22420.224225.310.037[\*](#tbl4fnStar){ref-type="table-fn"}**Error**140.59130.04223----**Lack of Fit**110.59130.05375----**Pure Error**30.00000.00000----**Total**1910.045------[^4][^5][^6]Table 5Parameter values for the statistical model describing the various rheological properties of the drilling mud prepared from the beneficiated bentonite clay.Table 5***Y***$\mathbf{\beta}_{\mathbf{o}}$$\mathbf{\beta}_{1}$$\mathbf{\beta}_{2}$$\mathbf{\beta}_{3}$$\mathbf{\beta}_{4}$$\mathbf{\beta}_{11}$$\mathbf{\beta}_{22}$$\mathbf{\beta}_{33}$$\mathbf{\beta}_{44}$$\mathbf{\beta}_{12}$$\mathbf{\beta}_{13}$$\mathbf{\beta}_{14}$*PV*19.901.254.080.67------------1.63--*YP*81.357.5026.254.753.08--------6.877.3710.63*AV*60.585.0017.213.212.21--------3.694.696.94*YP*/*PV*1.550.150.340.120.050.0035------------$\mathbf{\theta}_{600}$121.1610.0034.426.424.42--------7.379.3713.88Fig. 1Comparison between the values obtained for the predictive statistical model for plastic viscosity and the experimentally obtained values.Fig. 1Fig. 2Comparison between the values obtained for the predictive statistical model for yield point and the experimentally obtained values.Fig. 2Fig. 3Comparison between the values obtained for the predictive statistical model for apparent viscosity and the experimentally obtained values.Fig. 3Fig. 4Comparison between the values obtained for the predictive statistical model for the ratio of yield point to plastic viscosity and the experimentally obtained values.Fig. 4Fig. 5Comparison between the values obtained for the predictive statistical model for viscometric dial reading at 600-RPM and the experimentally obtained values.Fig. 5

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#s0020}
==============================================

2.1. Materials {#s0025}
--------------

The local bentonite clay used for this study was a raw, non-treated bentonite clay sourced from sourced from *Ewekoro* (6°56′N 3°13′E) in Ogun State, South-West Nigeria. Clay storage condition in the laboratory was at room temperature.

The polymer employed is a dispersible, high molecular weight xanthan gum biopolymer with trade name Kelzan^®^ XCD Polymer. This was purchased from Equilab solutions, Nigeria. The physical properties of the polymer include Appearance: white-tan powder, Physical state: solid and odorless, Specific gravity of 1.5 at a temperature of 25 °C, good solubility in water and a pH of 7.0 (1 wt% solution).

Sodium carbonate, ${Na}_{2}{CO}_{3}$, (product number: 791768) manufactured by Sigma Aldrich and with the following properties was used: white appearance and powder form, calcium content (\<0.03%), iron content (\<5 ppm), lead content (\<5 ppm), potassium content (\<0.005%), magnesium content (\< 0.005%), chloride (\< 0.001%), phosphate content (\<0.001%), sulphur content (\<0.003%), silica content (\<0.005%). The sodium carbonate was also purchased from Equilab solutions.

2.2. Beneficiation procedure of local bentonite clay {#s0030}
----------------------------------------------------

The beneficiation procedure followed was similar to what was adopted by [@bib7]. The clay sample lumps were crushed and large particles such as pebbles and dirt were removed. The crushed clay was screened with 2 mm sieves to remove stones and other coarse particles. The resulting material was finally dried in an oven at 150--200 °C to remove moisture, volatile and readily combustible organics in the sample. The clay sample was then milled and screened with 150 μm sieve. Sodium saturation of the clay involved placing 25--50 g of screened sample (with 2 mm sieve) in 100 cm^3^ of a solution containing 2--10 g Na~2~CO~3~. After stirring for 30 min, the pH of the suspension was adjusted to 11--12 with 0.1 M NaOH. The suspension was further stirred for another 30 min and allowed to age for 5--48 h. Clay particles (size, 2 mm) in the suspension were then extracted by repeated sedimentation and siphoning. The resulting samples obtained were air dried and kept at room condition. The air-dried samples were treated with 5--12.5 g of Kelzan^®^ XCD Polymer to improve the rheology of the beneficiated bentonite clay. These operating conditions were selected after single factor experiment as shown [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.

2.3. Statistical design of beneficiation process {#s0035}
------------------------------------------------

The procedure was carried out using a 2^4^ (2-Level, 4-Factors) CCD to generate a statistical model for the analysis of quadratic effects and interaction effects between the independent variables: bentonite clay, polymer, sodium carbonate and the aging time. The 2^4^ CCD contains 31 experimental runs as contained in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. The four variables chosen for the 2^4^ CCD were designated as (Bentonite; *X*~1~), (Polymer; *X*~2~), (Sodium Carbonate, *X*~3~) and (Aging Time; *X*~4~). The statistical tool, MINITAB^®^ 17 (PA, USA), was used for the experimental design, and statistical analyses of the laboratory data. The rheological properties, which form response variables, were fitted to the polynomial model in Eq. [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} using regression analysis.$$Y = \beta_{o} + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{4}{\beta_{i}X_{i}} + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{4}{\beta_{\mathit{ii}}{X_{i}}^{2}} + \sum\limits_{i = 0}^{3}{\sum\limits_{j = i{+ 1}}^{4}{\beta_{\mathit{ij}}X_{i}}X_{j}}$$

$Y$: the predicted response; $\beta_{o}$: the intercept coefficient; $\beta_{i}$: the linear coefficient; $\beta_{\mathit{ii}}$: the squared coefficient; $\beta_{\mathit{ij}}$: the interaction coefficient; $X_{i}$ $X_{j}$: the coded independent variables; $X_{i}X_{j}$: the interaction terms; ${X_{i}}^{2}$: the quadratic terms.

2.4. Response variable for the beneficiation process {#s0040}
----------------------------------------------------

The physical requirements of a drilling grade bentonite clay as specified in American Petroleum Institute (API) specification 13-A is shown in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}. The ratio of Yield Point to Plastic Viscosity (*YP*/*PV*) was taken as the response variable. The estimation of this ratio also requires the other API parameters listed in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}. The PV and YP were calculated using Eqs. [(2)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(3)](#eq0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(4)](#eq0020){ref-type="disp-formula"} below:$${Plastic}\mspace{8mu}{Viscosity}\ \left( \mathit{PV} \right)\  = \ \theta_{600}\  - \ \theta_{300}$$$${Yield}\mspace{8mu}{Point}\ \left( \mathit{YP} \right)\  = \ \theta_{300}\  - \ \mathit{PV}$$$${Apparent}\mspace{8mu}{Viscosity}\ \left( \mathit{AV} \right),\ {cp}\  = \ \theta_{600}/2$$

$\mathit{\theta}_{600}$ and $\mathit{\theta}_{300}$ represents the viscometer dial readings at 600-RPM and 300-RPM respectively. The OFITE Model 800 (8-Speed) Viscometer was used to obtain dial readings, $\mathit{\theta}$, at various RPM values (3, 6, 30, 60, 100, 200, 300, and 600). The ANOVA table for the *YP*/*PV* is shown in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}. Viscosity data were estimated by applying [(5)](#eq0025){ref-type="disp-formula"} as indicated in the OFITE working guide (1 cp is equal to $10^{- 3}{\ {Pa}\ s}$).$${\mathit{\eta} = \mathit{KF}}\frac{\mathit{\theta}}{RPM}$$

$\mathit{\eta}$ is the viscosity in cp, spring factor, *F* = 1 (R1B1 combination), machine constant, *K* = 300 (R1B1 combination).
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[^1]: API Requirements.

[^2]: ${\mathit{PV} =}\mathit{\theta}_{600} - \mathit{\theta}_{300}$.

[^3]: ${\mathit{YP} =}\mathit{\theta}_{300}{- \mathit{PV}}$.

[^4]: $\mathit{YP}/\mathit{PV} = {1.55 - 0.1510}X_{1}{+ 0.3400}X_{2}{+ 0.1150}X_{3}{+ 0.0480}X_{4}{+ 0.00352}X_{1}^{2}$ ($R^{2}$ = 0.9411, $R_{\mathit{adj}}^{2}$ = 0.9211, $R_{\mathit{pred}}^{2}$ = 0.7996).

[^5]: Significant (*P* \< 0.05).

[^6]: Extremely Significant (*P*$\leq$ 0.03).
